DELTA® protects property. Saves energy. Creates comfort.

DELTA Accessories
PREMIUM QUALITY

®

For easy installation and
ultimate performance.

Important details for
a perfect installation

Compliments the
complete range of
DELTA® products

Designed for fast &
easy application, and
optimum performance

DELTA ACCESSORIES
®

Accessories for DELTA®-MS, DELTA®-MS UNDERSLAB, DELTA®-MS C
DELTA®-FAST’ner™
DELTA ® -FAST’ner™ is a multi-stud
fastener for attaching the DELTA®-MS
and DELTA®-DRAIN to the foundation
walls. The fastener is used with a concrete
nail* to fasten the DELTA® membrane in
place. It is made of PE and is orange in
color. DELTA®-FAST’ner™ can replace
DELTA®-PLUGS.
DELTA® - MS/DELTA®- FAST’ner install

PREMIUM QUALITY

DELTA®-TERMINATION

BAR
DELTA®-TERMINATION BAR is a strip
used to fasten the flat tab of the DELTA®
membrane to the foundation walls, and to
stop debris from clogging the “air gap”
drainage plane behind the membrane. It
is attached with a concrete nail*. DELTA®TERMINATION BAR is made of PE and is
black in color.
DELTA® - MS/DELTA® - TERMINATION BAR install

DELTA®-FLASH
DELTA®-FLASH is a 2.25” wide angle
flashing that is used to finish off the top of
the flat tab, around windows, and vertical
terminations of the DELTA® membrane
installations. It is attached with concrete
nails*. DELTA®-FLASH is made of PE
and is black in color. DELTA®-FLASH can
replace the Termination Bar.
DELTA® - MS/DELTA®- FLASH install

DELTA®-SEALANT
DELTA®-SEALANT is a black mastic
formulation that is used to seal off the
flat tab and overlaps in the membranes
during the installation process. The
sealant is also used to seal off any gaps
in the membrane created at interior and
exterior corner installations where a tight
fit may not be possible, and to seal off
gaps around DELTA®-FLASH, DELTA®TERMINATION BAR or DELTA®-MOLD
STRIP installations.

DELTA® - DRAIN/DELTA® - SEALANT install

CLEAR, DELTA®-DRAIN, DELTA®-DRAIN 000’s & DELTA®-FL.
DELTA®-PLUG
DELTA®-PLUG is a single fastener
for attaching DELTA® membranes to
foundation walls. The plug is used with
a concrete nail* to fasten the DELTA®
membrane in place. DELTA®-PLUG is
made of PE and is brown in color.

DELTA®-MOLD STRIP
DELTA®-MOLD STRIP is a 3” wide
molding used to finish off the installation
of the DELTA® membrane around
windows, doors, or gradient changes
in the foundation. It is attached with
concrete nails*. DELTA®-MOLD STRIP is
made of PE and is black in color.

DELTA® - DRAIN/DELTA® - PLUG install

DELTA® - MS CLEAR/DELTA® - MOLD STRIP install

DELTA -MOISTURE PROOF TAPE
DELTA®-MOISTURE PROOF TAPE is a
polypropylene based sealing product
that is extremely resilient to damage
from human traffic during installation,
and it has a very low vapor permeance
value which makes it an excellent vapor
retarder. The tape is combined with a
very aggressive adhesive that sticks to
most materials that are sound, clean and
dry. DELTA®-MOISTURE PROOF TAPE is
used for seaming DELTA® membranes.
The tape comes in a roll size of 2.35 in.
x 118 ft.
®

* When installing DELTA®-MS CLEAR
replace concrete nails with galvanized
screws.

DELTA® - FL/
DELTA® MOISTURE PROOF TAPE install

DELTA® - DRAIN 6000/
DELTA® MOISTURE PROOF TAPE install
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DELTA®-branded quality products manufactured by Cosella-Dörken.

